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Performance Management and P4P 

 Employees who perform better should be paid better 
 

 It creates motivation for employees to work harder 
towards a common goal 
 

 Cost effective way to reward and recognize employees 
 

 Drive results that the company wants to achieve 
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In Theory it Makes Perfect Sense 



Performance Management/Pay for Performance 
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It sounds so easy… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At its core, the concept of managing performance makes complete sense and sounds so easy. Any organization worth working for wants to ensure that its employees are focusing on the right things, achieving strategic goals and improving their performance. All of these factors directly affect organizational performance. Giving employees feedback on how they are doing helps them improve, offers managers insight into their teams and provides leadership with an overview of the talent they have at their disposal. So why does it instill fear and dread into those that have to touch it or better yet administer or manage it?��



Current State of Performance Management 

 Merit budgets remain stagnant – at around 3% 
 
 About 1/4 of companies expect to award annual 

incentive payouts—even to employees who fail to 
meet performance expectations. 
– TowersWatson Salary Budget Survey (2013) 
 

 All Employees are NOT evaluated and rated based 
on the same standard 
– Standards can vary widely by manager 

• Some are overly stringent – others overly 
generous 

• Adults tend to be uncomfortable assessing 
other adults 

• Giving good news is easier than giving bad 
news 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retaining top performers and critical-skill employees is a significant challenge for most U.S. employers, even with the ongoing overall softness in labor markets.



Performance Management Pitfalls 

 Skewed Performance 
Distributions 

 Unrealistic employee expectations 
 Poor modeling by executives 
 Managers lack skills 
 Affinity to take care of all levels of 

employees and performance 
 Lack of consequences 
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What does the future hold? 
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Future of Performance Management 
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WaW – Rewards Next Practices – 2013 and Beyond 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the next two to three years, Rewards professionals intend to increase their focus on rewards program implementation and communications, improve the motivational value of their rewards programs, better manage the pay for performance management relationship and improve the performance management process.



Future of Performance Management 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The degree to which an organization differentiates its compensation between average and top performers is indicative of a pay-for-performance culture. Such rewards systems are intended to reinforce outstanding individual efforts and performance, which subsequently enhances organization performance. Most organizations aspire to have rewards systems that differentiate high performers from average performers, and that is theoretically what merit pay increases and variable-pay programs are designed to do. However,  most would say they do not do a good job of this.  The good news is this is a focus for many organizations over the next two to three years.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And continuing with the theme of the future of performance management, this slide portrays how things have transformed and continues to evolve with this program and process.



Tools and Tactics for the HR Professional 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are some of the Tools and Tactics HR Practitioners can use to move their organization in the right direction – knowing that - according to a recent WaW study, 58% of HR Leaders gave their performance management process a grade of C or worse – few other processes are allowed to perform so poorly.   
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Building Blocks for Success 
Make the Case for Performance Management 

 Increased Retention 
– High Performers are 109% more likely to be retained.1 
 

 Organizations that  
– develop employees and nurture better performance by aligning 

goals with organizational strategies generally have two times the 
revenue than those that don’t.2 

– have employees review and revise goals quarterly or more 
frequently are 64% more likely to be effective at holding costs at or 
below their competitors.2 

 
 Positively impacts employee engagement which in turns impacts 

productivity.3 
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1 & 2   Bersin and Associates – 2010 Talent Management Factbook 
3          TowersWatson 2012 – 2013 Global Talent Management & Rewards Study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employees with goals aligned to the organization’s top priorities have 75% higher engagement (Leadership IQ – 2012)



Building Blocks for Success: 
Executive Commitment and Buy In 

 CEO/President must be on board 
 

 Executives leading by example 
 

 Change Management 
– Shift the mindset from ‘some for all’ 

• Overturn the rewards philosophy that attempts to 
spread a compensation blanket over the entire 
workforce to create positive morale. 

– HR should be the facilitator not the DRIVER 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gaining the support of senior executives and line managers is among the most critical elements to a successful performance management program. Sponsorship starts with understanding who your stakeholders are and understanding your business strategy and how this program fits into the strategy and culture of your organization.   Unfortunately reality is still most organizations are not taking a targeted approach to paying their top performers but rather stretching their limited merit dollars across their workforce. 



Senior Leadership Support 

The success of any program requires top management to fully support and 
utilize the system. "Top management commitment is very important and 
they must publicly support the process so employees gain a degree of 
trust in the fact that this is not just for their department, it’s an 
organization-wide commitment that top management embraces."  
                         Diana Neelman, CCP confirmed during a recent BLR webinar.  
 
This sends a positive message to managers and employees that they take 
this process seriously and are committed to its success. HR, as a strategic 
partner, also has a key role in the program’s success, and serves to relay 
top management messages to the staff through consistent and ongoing 
training and mentoring.  
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August 30, 2012 BLR webinar 



Leadership Support 

Sibson – 2010 Study on the State of Performance Management 
Senior Management in the organization publicly supports 
performance management 

74%  Agreed 

Senior Management in the organization privately supports 
performance management 

56% Agreed 

Senior Management requires completed assessments for all 
employees 

65% Agreed 

Leaders model performance management through 
evaluation and coaching of direct reports 

40% Agreed 
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Who is the biggest champion for Performance Management 
within your organization? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This same study found that the Chief Human Resources Officer was the biggest champion for Performance Management (at 73% of all organizations) with the CEO being the next at 30%.Only a small percentage (12%) indicated they felt senior leadership viewed performance management as business critical although 20% indicated they felt it is mostly viewed as mission critical by senior leadership.  20% also felt that top management’s view was that this was mostly an administrative process.



Senior Leadership Support 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Including executives in the PM processes is a practice that’s highly correlated with market performance.  Additionally, nearly three times as many HPOs as LPOs apply PM principles and practices to board members.  This sends a clear message that performance expectations and accountability are applicable at ALL levels of the firm.It’s important for employees to know that the leadership team’s performance is being examined every bit as carefully as their own performance.   Transparency in expectations of executive performance and the impact it has on shareholders can help make those connections more understandable and get better buy in to your PM program at lower levels.



Senior Leadership Support 
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I4cp Report on Purpose Driven Performance Management in High Performance Organizations - 2013 



Calibrate Performance Standards and  
Ratings with Executive Team 

 Develop, track, analyze and present 
relevant metrics 
– Review overall ratings distribution 
– Review Top Performers (who and why) 

 
 Becomes a largely self-managing process 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other ways to include leadership in the PM process is to identify key metrics and report on them – conduct calibration meetings where they view such things as who the top performers are within the organization; the overall rating distribution (by division, by department, by manager, whatever makes business sense for your organization).   Calibrating standards and rating with the executive team will help identify those areas (and managers) whom are overly stringent and those whom are overly generous so you can try and bring back some sort of fairness and normalcy to the process and program. Remember - Performance calibration meetings provide a forum for discussing the individual performance of team members with the goal of making sure that managers are applying similar standards across all employees. The process helps to ensure that all employees are evaluated on the same criteria – no matter to whom they report.   When determining which metrics to report on, it is important to choose which ones are meaningful and relevant to your organization – it will also be effective with decision making. 



Senior Leadership Support 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
500 employees located in Connecticut and Western MassachusettsProvides health plans for over 240,000 members



Building Blocks for Success: 
Set Clear Expectations 

 Managers need to set expectations before they can hold 
employees accountable. 
– At the onset of employment – provide a job description 
– Set measurable goals 
– Communicate frequently on progress and growth 

opportunities 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Setting expectations is not a one time action, but instead should happen throughout the employee’s time with the company.  Managers should set expectations from the beginning by providing employees with a job description that clearly outlines the responsibilities of the position.  Managers should also set measurable goals and frequently communicate progress and opportunities for growth to the employee.  Setting expectations upfront ensures that both company and employee goals are aligned.  Establishing and reevaluating expectations is an ongoing process, especially in a fast-paced workforce where goals and objectives often evolve over time



Cascading and Communicating Goals 
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Overall Organizational/Business Strategy 

CEO Goals and Objectives 

Executive Team (those reporting to the 
CEO - -usually this is at the ‘Division level’) 

Departmental Goals and Objectives 

Individual Goals and Objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step one is to  clearly articulate the organization’s mission and priorities - cascading goals and objectives down to the division and department level -  this way employees can see how their work fits into the overall mission and thus be more motivated to succeed.  Managers should then provide regular updates so employees understand context and outside factors that may affect their work and goals/objectives.



Developing Goals 

RESULTS 
What: 

– Actual job outputs 
– Countable results 
– Measurable outcomes and 

accomplishments 
– Objectives achieved 
– QQCT (Quantity / Quality / 

Cost / Timeliness)  
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BEHAVIORS 
How: 

• Adherence to 
organizational values 

• Competencies / 
performance factors 

• Traits / attributes / 
characteristics / 
proficiencies 

• Personal style, manner, 
and approach 

• KASH (Knowledge / 
Attitudes / Skills / 
Habits)  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When developing goals it should be done considering Results (what needs to be done) and behaviors (how does it get accomplished)   General Rule of thumb is no more than four to six goals should be developed for results oriented goals (we will talk further about behavioral competencies) You do not want ‘Too Many’ as this could result in them being at a very high level and not useful in being very specificToo Few could result in them being so specific that they provide little latitude for the employee and often need to change frequently given changing business conditionsRemember that goal management should be a continuous process of communicating shifting priorities to your workforce. 



SMART Goal Setting 
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S Specific: Goals need to be defined in specific terms that 
leave no doubt to what is expected. 

M 
Measurable: Goals need to be quantifiable and measured 
in a way that leaves no doubt that the goal has been 
achieved. 

A Attainable: Goals need to be difficult but realistic so that 
personnel can achieve them most of the time. 

R Results-oriented: It is essential that what is being 
measured is the output related to the specific goal. 

T Time-related: Specific time lines in which goals are to be 
attained need to be established.  



Setting Clear Expectations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expedia added new company wide competencies which they clearly communicated and set expectations in July 2012.They have a performance site on company intranet accessible by all employees.

http://www.expedia.com/


Setting Clear Expectations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conversations on goals and performance occur throughout the year with midyear check ins occurring during August and September.  In November they provide feedback about their manager, their colleagues and conduct their self assessment with the actual assessment being finalized in January/February.



Building Blocks for Success: 
Coaching, Ongoing Dialogue and Feedback 

Recommendations Actions Benefits 
Create an environment 
where regular, ongoing 
performance management 
discussions are norm 

Replace annual or semi-
annual formal performance 
reviews with regular 
(monthly or quarterly) 
informal discussions 
between frontline managers 
and their direct reports 

• Establishes greater 
communications between 
managers and direct 
reports 

• Maintains consistent 
focus on what needs to be 
done and how progress is 
coming along 
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I4cp Report on Purpose Driven Performance Management in High Performance Organizations - 2013 



Coaching, Ongoing Dialogue and Feedback 

 Gather  performance information and  
       data 
 Provide regular and routine feedback 

– Most effective when it closely follows events 
– Creates accountability without creating defensiveness 
– Can be formal (designated time and place) or informal 

(a simple conversation) 
–  Focuses on developing collaborative relationships and 

mutually supportive partnerships 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping Performance On-target is easier said than done.  To keep performance on-target, a manager must be able to recognize when a team or an employee is operating effectively and when an employee or team is not operating effectively.Employees are more receptive and become more engaged when this coaching and realignment is part of their daily environment.  When performance is not on-target, management must first identify why it is deficient.  Were they unsuccessful in setting expectations?  Do they need to do this again?  Does the employee lack the skills necessary to meet the job responsibilities? Would additional training be effective in closing the gap?



Coaching, Ongoing Dialogue and Feedback 

 Using targeted development plans to address low 
performance 
– Can have dual payoffs 

• They can reverse a negative course and raise an 
employee’s performance level 

•  The company’s best performing employees need to 
know that they recognize and will deal with those 
who aren’t pulling their weight 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussing performance goals and achievement with high performers is invigorating but one of the more challenging aspects of an effective PM is addressing low performers.  Whether it’s an individual struggling with a personal issue that’s affecting performance, an otherwise stellar employee with one glaring flaw, or a worker who just can’t master the new wave of technology – those whom are NOT producing or meeting expectations need to have their performance addressed.Using targeted development plans is a means to address these areas and can have dual payoffs…..To leave performance problems unaddressed sends a poor message to the other employees, which can have a negative impact on their job satisfaction, engagement, trust and retention.  Frequent informal performance discussions in these instances can help alleviate performance issues from becoming serious problems.



                      
 

Coaching  
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Coaching for Performance 
Establishing agreements – Developing strong relationships with direct reports 
(both professional and personal) 

Establishing trust – Creating a safe, supportive, blame-free and challenging 
environment through mutual respect and trust 

Active listening – Enhanced, open communication, clarity and partnership 

Coaching feedback – Development of direct reports and continuous alignment 

Setting goals that energize and motivate – Understanding individual skills, 
preferences and motivators and aligning individual purpose and organizational 
targets 
Transformational management – Effective at communicating and enabling change 
and inspiring high performance 

Coaching is helping another person figure out the best way to achieve his/her 
goals, build skills sets or expertise and produce the results the organization needs. 

Blessing and White 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A primary driver of accomplishing employees performance management goals lies within the hands of your managers – Managers need to stop thinking of coaching as an event they schedule after their own work gets done or a reaction to a performance issue. The role of “coach” isn’t something that they should turn on or off. They need to adopt coaching as a daily leadership practice and focus on creating a supportive, encouraging, and trusting environment for their teams.So where does your management team sit with all the things we discussed such as setting expectations, goals and having open, on-going dialogue?  Are they Coaching for Performance as described here?



How skilled are Managers at the following? 
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2013 Mercer Global Performance Management Survey Report 



Coaching, Ongoing Dialogue and Feedback 

 Train supervisors on  
– giving/receiving feedback 
– developing goals 
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I4cp Report on Purpose Driven Performance Management in High Performance Organizations - 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For PM to effectively fulfill the purpose of improving the organization, the processes that take place before, during and after the performance review must be administered with skill, compassion and a penchant for coaching.  For any real communication to take place a manager must understand and be comfortable with having open dialogue with employees.  Too often, skilled practitioners are promoted into supervisory roles without any real preparation for handling what is sometimes challenging conversations about performance, behavior, expectations and other sensitive issues.   



Coaching, Ongoing Dialogue and Feedback 

 Upon implementation of their new PMP in July 2012, all 
Managers globally were expected to attend 3 training 
sessions (10 hours total) 
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http://www.expedia.com/


In Closing, 

 Performance Management is still relevant 
 91% indicate they have a formal PM program 

 
 High Performing  Companies 

 Have Strong Leadership support 
 

 Focus on Employees’ Performance 
• Not ratings; not a number 

 
 Focus on ongoing dialogue and feedback  

• Not the process, system or administration 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Closing,  I provided you with some tools and tactics to take your performance management program from the traditional approach to the new era.  Now you simply need to do what other high performing companies have done and look beyond the challenges – engage senior leadership, train your managers to be coaches and use performance management as a tool to differentiate performance which will in turn assist at driving business results, engagement and winning the war in talent.   



If you get it Right… 

Intent to Leave 
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You’ll see   
 

Employee  
Engagement 



Willis HUMAN CAPITAL PRACTICE 
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Human capital’s impact on business results is a critical source of opportunity and risk.  
At Willis, we understand the human capital risk our clients face, and we work in partnership to 

deliver solutions that drive and support your organizational goals. 

BROKERAGE AND CONSULTING 
 Program renewals and marketing 
 Request for Proposal (RFP) processes 
 Carrier selection and implementation 

 
SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTISE 

 Communication 
 Health Outcomes (Wellness) 
 HR Partner 
 National Legal & Research Group (NLRG) 
 Reporting & Analytics 

Contact your local office for more information on our Human Capital Practice 



THE WILLIS APPROACH 

What sets Willis apart, is our value added solutions that focus on reducing human capital risk – 
beyond benefits.   When you partner with us as your Benefits Broker, you gain access to our 5 areas 
of subject matter expertise – all for the price of placement. 

 Account Management 

Communications 

Health Outcomes (Wellness) 

HR Partner 

National Legal Resources Group 

Reporting and Analytics 

Contact your local office for more information on our Human Capital Practice 
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